
 
 
 
 

Security Report for Homeowners of Crestmont:  July, 2015 
 

 

Intervention Group has been working diligently during these summer months in response 
to the anticipated increase crime, including tracking crime patterns outside of Crestmont.  
Your IGI/Crestmont officers are updated daily with crime stats and crime waves that most 
likely will be attempted or have occurred in Crestmont.  As a result, IGI has staged a heavy 
patrol presence throughout the nighttime hours.  Vehicle break-ins continue to be the main 
issue in Crestmont and officers continue to observe and monitor vehicles and persons 
acting suspiciously in an effort to deter those criminal acts.   

Despite a heavy patrol during late July, including unmarked IGI cars, officers were unable to 
observe or contact parties responsible for egging a resident’s home.  However, the 
increased patrol presence did eliminate the behavior.   

Intervention patrols during the day have occurred at strategically and effectively-managed 
times that have proven results-oriented as seen by the decrease in home break-ins or 
attempts. 

Intervention Group officers responded to 17 calls from Crestmont residents regarding 
security issues; all calls were cleared.  In addition, IGI officers escorted 12 non-residents 
away from Crestmont upon making contact and determination they had no reason to be in 
the area. 

Residents should never hesitate to contact IGI for any reason…our officers are very 
appreciative of resident awareness and safety participation and would prefer to respond in 
a proactive manner as opposed to a crime that has occurred.  Please call IGI at (877) 272-
8765 when you notice anything out of the ordinary! 

Home Alarms 
IGI responded to 6 alarm calls. There was no evidence of criminal activity, but rather 
alarms resulting from sensor malfunctions or user error. IGI will promptly respond to any 
home alarm in concern of person or property emergency, but also in hopes that you will 
avoid a City of Oakland false alarm fine.  
 
Vacation Requests 
IG received 9 requests for Vacation Watch during March. There were zero incidents of 
crime or attempts while registered homeowners were away.  Note:  IGI will not accept 
verbal vacation watch requests; please complete the IGI Vacation Watch form. 
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Garage Doors:  
There were 7 residents unaware that they left their garage door open.   
 
Area Alerts 

Crownridge: No crime observed or reported to IGI. 

Upper Ridgemont/Campus: Two vehicle break-ins between 11:00 pm – 6:00 am.  Non-IGI 
clients, no additional information available.  
 
Skyline/Hillcrest:  Suspicious vehicles driving around and stealing fruit from yards during 
harvest time. 

Parkridge:  No crimes reported to IGI. 

 

Please see attachment for YTD crime stats. 

 
 
 
 

Please call Dispatch 1-877-272-8765…  

for IGI Officer response 
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